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recoding urban terrain vague 



problematic

The literal meaning of ‘void’ can not be applied conventionnally to urbanistical thought.

How does the terms ‘void’ and ‘terrain vague’ differ and refer to the same concept?

In architecture, flexibility has always been associated with the engagement of the building with events that are unforseen, with an unpredictable or at least 
variable usage of space. That flexibility often resulted in an undetermined architecture, in an averaging of program and equalization, even neutralization, 
of space.

A generalized openness always has the effect of neutralizing events and being unproductive because the type of space is not engaged in the emergence 
of events themselves. Vagueness comes before the situation; neutrality comes afterwards.

“Every action takes place because of a difference of potential.“ Deleuze



the in-between

The in-between is not just the interval, the constructed space between two (according to the current 
notion of spacing), but it is the “espacement”, the operation, the movement of “ecartement”, implicit 
in dissemination and difference (greek fero, to bring). This movement offers a valid grip to reality 
only if it is exposed to the “play of difference”. 

A vision that conceives repetition as “the becoming of the other”. In this way, designing means first 
of all to make it possible for an accident to take place, to pre-dispose a scenario in which the sewing 
machine and the umbrella can meet and produce a specific and intentional effect.

The intermediate places as a condition for transgressing an excessively systematic and taxonomic 
shape. Generated by the inevitable confluence between interior and exterior, by any place of encoun-
ter, on every limit surface, in between two different layers of matter, in between two places or two 
different functions.

The intermediate places, with their characteristic instability (maybe their most exciting aspect), are 
dynamic, transitory, they are subject to modifications in their situation, in their ambiance, in their 
physical state. Their indeterminacy determines their need to profit for the surrounding environment, 
that is generally in a state of flux, in a constant state of transformation and alteration.

The in-between appears as a frontier without definite borders, which welcomes the evolving fantasies 
that inhabit the urban voids, taking shape and function from the immersion adrift of the (imaginary) 
bodies that the constituted by the metropolitan territory.



site analysis
The site itelf is an interstice. It stands in between the urban sprawl, an industrial grid, commerce, work, business exchange, habitats.



two approaches

1. CONCENTRATED INTERVENTION 2. DECENTRALIZED INTERVENTION



THE METHOD

1. Diseased site

2. Debridelement / cut / trauma / raw wound 
 exposes living tissue.

3. Application of skin graft structure to  
 site attaching to both the built infrastructure  
 and to the site. Gripping and leaching out  
 connecting to the other urban conditions.

4. Application of new program as an activator 
 
5. Growth of the site using structure and skeleton  
 as a grip and growing/evolving over time.

THE DIAGNOSTIC

We have a damaged site, with limited analysis 
tools, the concept is applied generally.

The site is not an empty space but a space that 
has no interaction with both sides. It lacks con-
nection to its surrounding context. It is not a dead 
space but an estranged space, it is foreign and has 
limited potencial. 

Regardless, it is a charged void. So in order to 
reconnect, or to create interaction and a link be-
tween the site and the two urban conditions, we 
must introduce a process, the catalyst of a reaction.  

The catalyst beeing the process which removes 
the damaged tissue exposing the skeleton and the 
raw potencial of the site. in order to beging a pro-
cess, the site has to be impacted, debrided. Im-
posing a wound on the site stimulates the process 
of regeneration, just as a body begins the healing 
process after the impact of a trauma.

THE PROCESS

“Potential means indeterminate, simply because 
its vagueness doesn’t determinate it to be vague 
[...] it is not determinately nothing.” 

TransUrbanism, by Charles sanders PierCe 

So called voids are charged void. They have filled 
vagueness. They have the potencial to change. 

concentrated intervention recap



decentralized intervention

MODEL EXPERIMENT



architecture of margins

It is only this transformation that describes the 
becoming site of urban ground, the shift from 
space into place. 

Alternatively, we could imagine space as a bun-
dle of velocities and intersections of mobile ele-
ments, describing the effects of the procedures 
that place it. Like spoken language, it is depen-
dent upon its contextual conversation. Place, in 
this scheme, is the order of elements, the force 
that determines the relationship of coexistence. 
It excludes the possibility of coexisting elements 
within the same location. It is the structured orga-
nization of elements always situated besides one 
another. Whereas place equals fixity in location 
and identity, space is constituted by a vectorial 
description of dynamic forces.

Public space and urbanity have always been con-
nected to disorder, functional heterogeneity, and 
diversity. The most meaningful character of the 
metropolis lies in this multiplicity beyond physi-
cal borders. The urban public sphere can there-
fore be based on a model of confrontation and 

If we study the patterns of sylent urbanism, with-
out assuming neither that the top down model 
nor the informal approach are by themselves the 
only tool to developement,we can generate ab-
stract frameworks and informational models.

We have to conceptualize political and economic 
processes. If we dont understand the conditions 
that produced this crisis, we will just be making 
public art for decorating the failings of misguid-
ed planning and selfish economics.

What’s the role of the spaces of uncertainty? They 
offer the possibility of an immediate kinetic en-
ergy that celebrates the missing. 

A question of identity, in architectural terms, is 
a question of systems of representation. Archi-
tecture, as storitelling, operates by self-conscious 
construction of an ambiance. By deconstructing 
the actually existing, it is the architectural vision 
that transforms grounds into sites and sites into 
objects. 

instability, as it is characterized by encounters 
and confrontations between people. Public spac-
es are - or at least should be - places where the 
individual and the community can, openly, and 
insecurely, meet. The functional units, the highly 
structured, programmed, and controlled spaces 
in the contemporary city, mean to threaten the 
city’s crucial characteristics, namely openness 
and unpredictability. The margin is an essen-
tial aspect of public space conserving all these 
crucial characteristics, as it is the preferred 
space of uncertainty in the contemporary city. 
  
The physical leftover is a ground of ephemer-
al traces, and offers simultaneity of difference, 
stratified information that the places of architec-
tural development are lacking in their exclusive-
ness. In this respect, the margin functions as the 
delayed catalyst of urban culture. 

The built environment can develop a reading of 
and synergy with its (changing) surroundings. 



process



concept
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link balance magnet decentralized difference distabilized attention exapand intersection connection field of forces
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mapping

Kevin Lynch - description of Boston Guy Debord - psycho-geography map

COGNITIVE MAPS: 
“ENVIROGRAPHIC” SITUATIONS

What does bottom-up mean? 

Is it informal growth ? Our answer adventures in another direction : operating a densification, or materialisation of diffused needs/desire paths expressed 
by the inhabitants of this place.

Clues inherent in the buildings’spatial grammar. Introduce new vocab. Aid orientation through a visual continuity. Allow for exploration. We imagine the 
crystallisation of desire paths rather than their obstruction. We celebrate erosion. Other important factor is place legibility, meaning the ease with which 
people understand the layout of a place. Isolate distinct features of the urban. What is making it vibrant? These elements, when placed in good form, in-
crease human ability to see and remember patterns.

This demand is articulated through a clear syntax, in order to picture this variated and aleathory scenario in the simplest of manners.









topology

Point, line, surface.
It is designed to allow for growth.
It grappes onto the existing.
It pierces, it pokes, it excavates, it bridges.





view from sky scrappers



view from habitat


